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Words not present in the di tionary are almost always found
in unrestri ted texts. However, there is a need to obtain their likely base
forms (in lemmatization), or morphologi al ategories (in tagging), or
both. Some of them nd their ways into di tionaries, and it would be
ni e to predi t what their entries should look like. Humans an perform those tasks using endings of words (sometimes pre xes and in xes
as well), and so an do omputers. Previous approa hes used manually
onstru ted lists of endings and asso iated information. Brill proposed
transformation-based learning from orpora, and Mikheev used Brill's
approa h on data for a morphologi al lexi on. However, both Brill's algorithm, and Mikheev's algorithm that is derived from Brill's one, la k
speed, both in the rule a quisition phase, and in the rule appli ation
phase. Their algorithms handle only the ase of tagging, although an extension to other tasks seems possible. We propose a very fast nite-state
method that handles all of the tasks des ribed above, and that a hieves
similar quality of guessing.

Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

A morphologi al analysis of words in a text is needed in many appli ations.
It onstitutes a prerequisite for natural language parsing and all appli ations
that use it, and it is also useful in do ument retrieval. Su h analysis is usually
lexi on-based, i.e. it requires a morphologi al lexi on.
Unfortunately, real-world texts ontain orre t words that annot be found
in a lexi on. It seems impossible to re ord all words of a living language in a
lexi on, as a lexi on is stati in nature, and a language is a living thing { new
words are oined ontinually. Another reason for nding words not present in the
lexi on is the Zipf's law[Bri93℄. The Zipf's law states that the rank of an element
divided by the frequen y of o urren e is onstant. E.g. in the Brown orpus,
two per ent of di erent words1 a ount for sixty nine per ent of the text. About
seventy ve per ent of di erent words o ur ve or fewer times in the orpus.
Fifty eight per ent of di erent words o ur two or fewer times, and forty four
per ent only o ur on e. The onsequen e of the Zipf's law is that by doubling
the number of words in the lexi on, one gets only a few per ents of the overage
1 Eri Brill uses the terms word type and token

of an arbitrary unrestri ted text. Therefore, in reasing the size of the lexi on is
a very ostly e ort yielding minute results.
New words are also onstru ted by derivation on ompounding. The number
of potential words formed in the same way is huge. Therefore, it is not pra ti al
to store all su h derivatives and ompounds in the lexi on. In many ases there
may be many ways to form a new word, and it is not possible to predi t whi h
one would be hosen by humans as orre t.
Additionally, texts may ontain in orre t words. For purpose of e.g. spelling
orre tions, the morphologi al ategories of a misspelled word may help redu e
the list of possible orre tions. If the misspelling does not a e t the word's
e tional ending (and its pre x, if present), these ategories may still be easily
obtainable from the orrupted version.
Some of previously unseen words eventually make their way into the (morphologi al) lexi on. In order to do that, we need to give them morphologi al
des riptions. The task of writing them by hand is laborious; it would be mu h
easier to hoose a des ription from a list of feasible des riptions.
Humans an perform all those tasks quite well. The reason they an do that
is that they an asso iate information they want to extra t with endings of
words (sometimes also with their pre xes and in xes). So an do omputers. We
propose a fast nite-state te hnique to a omplish that.
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Related Work

In the past, various hand- rafted heuristi s have been used for the purpose of
morphologi al analysis of unknown words. Later, they have been supplemented
by statisti al te hniques (e.g. [WMS+ 93℄). However, although the probabilities
of di erent endings leading to their orresponding ategories were al ulated,
the endings themselves were hosen manually. A revolutionary approa h was
proposed by Eri Brill ([Bri93℄, [Bri95℄). The endings, as well as pre xes, are
found by the program. Unknown words are rst tagged by a naive initial-state
annotator that assigns the tags proper noun or ommon noun on the bases of
their apitalization. Then ve types of transformations are applied:
Change the tag of an unknown word (from X) to Y if:
1. Deleting the pre x (suÆx) x, jxj  4, results in a word (x is any string of
length 1 to 4).
2. The rst (last) (1,2,3,4) hara ters of the word are are x.
3. Adding the hara ter string x as a pre x (suÆx) results in a word (jxj  4).
4. Word w ever appears immediately to the left (right) of the word.
5. hara ter z appears in the word.
The result is ompared with a tagged orpus. The best-s oring rule is hosen,
and applied to the orpus so that it be omes new input data. The learning
stops when no rule an in rease the s ore. The transformation type 4 takes into
a ount the ontext of the unknown word. When the morphologi al analysis is

separated from a ontextual tagger, as it is the ase with our approa h, the tagger
must nd those rules itself. The transformation types 1 and 3 he ks whether
adding or deleting hara ters from/to a word results in another word. In our
algorithm those transformations are not present, as well as transformation type
5, whi h an be treated, if ne essary, as a supplementary heuristi s. The rules
s hemata presented above do not a ount for in xes, whi h an be treated with
our method.
Andrei Mikheev ([Mik97℄) applied Brill's transformations to the data for a
(pre-existing) morphologi al lexi on. He uses the following template:
G

=x:fb;eg [

S

+ M ?I - lass ! R- lass℄;

where:
indi ates whether the rule is applied to the beginning or end of a word
and has two possible values: b { beginning, e { end;
S is the aÆx to be segmented; it is deleted (-) from the beginning or end of
an unknown word a ording to the value of x;
M is the mutative segment (possibly empty), whi h should be added (+) to
the result string after segmentation;
i- lass is the required POS- lass (set of one or more POS-tags) of the stem;
the result string after the -S and +M operations should be he ked (?) in
the lexi on for having this parti ular POS- lass; if I - lass is set to be \void"
no he king is required;
R- lass is the POS- lass to assign (!) to the unknown word if all the above
operations (-S +R ?I ) have been su essful

{ x
{
{
{

{

Compared to Brill's algorithm, Mikheev he ks also (optionally) the morphologi al lass (a set of ategories) of the resulting word in transformation
templates 1 and 3. Also, his algorithm returns all ategories of an unknown
word, not only the most probable one.
Although Mikheev is not aware of that fa t2 , the rules learnt by Brill's algorithm an be transformed into a nite-state automaton. However, that pro ess
is omplex and time- onsuming. The learning pro ess takes time as well. Our
algorithm produ es the FSA dire tly from data exploring the links that o ur
naturally in the format of data we use. In Brill's approa h, opied by Mikheev,
the length of suÆxes and pre xes is a onstant. In reasing it means mu h more
omputation. In our method, the suÆxes are dis overed naturally, so there is no
need to limit their lengths.
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Finite-state Approa h

Our approa h is based on the observation that it is possible to asso iate endings
with required information by inverting in e ted words, and sti king the required
2 [RS95℄ does not appear among referen es in [Mik97℄

information (an annotation ) at the end. By performing that operation on all
in e ted forms in the lexi on, we get a nite set of strings. Therefore, it is possible
to onvert it into a minimal, deterministi , a y li , nite-state automaton that
we all a guessing automaton. To nd appropriate annotation for unknown word,
we need to invert the word, and then look for it in the guessing automaton.
3.1

Data

The exa t format of the annotation depends on the information we want to put
into it. In a general ase, we need a spe ial symbol that we all an annotation
separator to separate annotations from the in e ted forms. For reasons that we
explain later, we also need another spe ial symbol to mark the end of the inverted
in e ted form; we put that symbol in front of the annotation separator. If the
annotation should onsist of morphologi al ategories of the in e ted form, we
simply put them after the annotation separator. Example:
abmob +Verb[mode=ind tense=past num=sg person=3℄

If the annotation is to be the base form, a little bit of oding is ne essary
in order to avoid in ating the automaton. We assume that it is only the ending
that is di erent in the base form as ompared with the in e ted form. Therefore,
we an repla e the full base form with a ode that says how many hara ters
are to be deleted from the end of the in e ted form, and a string onsisting of
hara ters that are to be appended to obtain the base form. When no hara ters
are to be deleted, we put 'A' there, one hara ter { 'B', et . Example:
abmob +Ber

It is possible to put both the base form, and the ategories in annotations.
Example:
abmob +Ber+Verb[mode=ind tense=past num=sg person=3℄

Annotations for morphologi al data a quisition are more ompli ated, as the
base form may be di erent form the lexi al form, and the lexi al form may ontain ar h-phonemes. Also, they depend on the parti ular morphology program
we use. Therefore, we will not give any examples of that here. The annotation
formats we present here are very simple; however, by modifying the annotation
format we an su essfully handle pre xes and in xes as well.
3.2

Pruning

As word endings normally de ide what annotation should be asso iated with
a given word, the automaton has a parti ular stru ture. For a given word, the
rst few states have many outgoing transitions. Then, there is a hain of states
linked with ea h other with single transitions. Passing to annotations, a more
ompli ated transition network appears again. As for any state in the entral
part, there is only one way leading from the state to the appropriate annotations,
it represents no useful information for our purpose. So all states from that part
an be pruned, along with the orresponding transitions. Pruning explains the
need for the spe ial symbol marking the end of the inverted in e ted form (the

beginning of the in e ted form). We need it be ause we no longer have full words
in the automaton, sometimes entire shorter words may onstitute the end part
of longer words, and di erent words may have di erent annotations, so we need
to distinguish them.
Pruning is governed by the following rules:
Rule R 1.

notations.

The pruning pro ess does not apply to transitions belonging to an-

This rule should be obvious, be ause annotations are what we want to obtain in the re ognition phase. The transitions that are pruned belong to the
in e ted forms, and more pre isely: to their beginnings that do not in uen e the
annotations.
A transition an be removed only if the pruning pro ess has already
visited all transitions that an be rea hed through the target state, ex ept the
transitions representing annotations. In other words, the states are visited (and
the outgoing transitions pruned if possible) in the postorder method.

Rule R 2.

This means that we traverse the automaton re ursively in depth, utting
unneeded transitions on the way ba k.
A transition annot be removed if the target state has a transition
that does not belong to annotations, but annot be removed.

Rule R 3.

This means that the target state has transitions that distinguish between
di erent annotations, i.e. they lead to di erent sets of annotations. We do not
want to lose that distin tion.
A state an always be repla ed with an equivalent one (i.e. a state
with the same transitions leading to the same states).

Rule R 4.

The automaton should be kept minimal.
A state with all transitions leading to one state (the target state)
an be removed with all transitions, and transitions that point to it should be
repla ed by transitions pointing to the target state.

Rule R 5.

This is the rule that a tually uts transitions. Note that it also applies to
states with one only transition.
The onsequen e of the rules R2 and R5 is that we annot remove states
(and transitions that lead to them) if they have transitions leading to di erent
sets of annotations. This is be ause the rule R2 ensures that all transitions of
a visited state lead to states that either annot be removed, or that have an
outgoing transition labeled with the annotation separator.
The pro ess des ribed above leads to the onstru tion of a nite state automaton that ontains all required information. However, the automaton is still
big, and an e ort an be made to further redu e its size. Looking at its ontents,
we an see many states with a majority of transitions leading to one state (we

will use the term default state ), but with other transitions as well. The target
state must have one outgoing transition, and it must be labeled with the annotation separator. We an treat less frequent transitions as ex eptions, assuming
that all other transitions, even those that had not appeared in our lexi on, lead
to the default state. A ting under this assumption, we an repla e the frequent
transitions and the default state with the transition leading from the default
state. A limit an be imposed on the ratio of frequent/less frequent transitions
to trigger the pruning.
There is a di eren e between rules R1, R2, . . . R5, and this rule. Rule R6
introdu es a generalization. While still 100% of words present in the lexi on are
annotated orre tly, R6 may sele t one annotation among many as the orre t
one, and hide other possibilities. This may speed up an annotation pro ess, but
it an also introdu e errors: some orre t (but less probable) possibilities may
not be shown, as the lexi on may not ontain data that asso iates their endings
with their orre t annotations.
Rule R 6. If for a given state the number of transitions leading to one state (the
default state) is greater or equal to the number of all other transitions multiplied
by a small integer, and the default state has only one outgoing transition and
it is labeled with annotation separator, then the default state an be removed,
and all transitions that lead to it should be repla ed by the transition leaving
the default state.

Sometimes, it is impossible to devise a rule that asso iates an ending with
the orre t annotation, be ause the hoi e is lexi alized, i.e. it depends on a
parti ular word, and it seems arbitrary from the morphologi al point of view.
For example, in Polish, there is a rule that transforms adje tival endings -sny
in lexemes into -sniejszy in omparatives and superlatives. There is, however,
another rule that transforms endings -sny into -sniejszy in omparatives and
superlatives. So there is no other way of knowing what the lexeme might be
from a omparative or superlative ending other than a di tionary lookup. R6
introdu es arti ial divisions, e.g.:
-rasniejszy ! -rasny
-masniejszy ! -masny
-wasniejszy ! -wasny
-osniejszy ! -osny
-blesniejszy ! -blesny
-usniejszy ! -usny

jasniejszy ! jasny
-iasniejszy ! -iasny
-dosniejszy ! -dosny
-zesniejszy ! -zesny
-olesniejszy ! -olesny

while the right answer is that both annotations must be onsidered:
-sniejszy ! -sny
-sniejszy ! -sny
To ope with that situation, we introdu e a new rule that strives to a ommodate su h ases. We will use the term rst annotated state to name a state

that is a target of a transition labeled with the annotation separator (a state
that begins an annotation or a set of annotations).
Rule R 7. If for a given state the number of
rst annotated states that are
rea hable from the given state does not ex eed a given limit, then:
{
{

repla e the rst annotated states by their union;
repla e all the states and transitions between the hosen state and the union
of the rst annotated states by a single transition labeled with the annotation
separator.

Note that it is possible to introdu e a lower limit on the number of states to
be removed in order to insure that we are dealing with a ase su h that the one
des ribed above (sny and sny). The rule an then work in parallel with R6.
It is worth noting that while the rule R6 introdu es very detailed distin tions,
R7 dis ards details. For the guesser, the result of applying R7 is that one gets
more hoi es than without having applied R6 or R7. As to the lexi on size, R7
removes small di eren es between similar word forms, making it possible to infer
more general and ompa t relations between endings and annotations.
Please note that although no annotation possibility is lost, and the automaton
is mu h smaller, the answers for known words are no longer 100% a urate. The
orre t answer appears always, but it may be a ompanied by other, in orre t
possibilities. In many ases ex eptions are merged with regular rules. A lower
limit imposed on the number of states to be removed by this rule an solve the
problem.
3.3

Re ognition

It is mostly endings that de ide what annotations a word may have. To get an
annotation, we invert the unknown word, put the spe ial symbol (word beginning
marker) at the end, and look for su h string in the automaton. Sooner or later, we
ome to a state that has no transition labeled with the subsequent letter of the
string. That state may have a transition labeled with the annotation separator.
If it has one, then the right language of that state is the set of annotations for
the word. If not, we re ursively look at the des endants of the state, sear hing
for states with transitions labeled with the annotation separator, and adding
the right languages of the states they lead to to the resulting annotation of the
unknown word.
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Results

Experiments were arried out on Fren h morphology from ISSCO, Geneva, Switzerland. The data for the morphologi al lexi on was divided in 10 parts, 9/10 were
used to onstru t guessing automata, and 1/10 as a sour e of words whose annotations were to be guessed. This was done ten times, i.e. for ea h pair (9/10,
1/10). Standard measures of re all, pre ision, and overage were used to evaluate

Table 1.

Re all and pre ision for predi tions of properties of unknown words

ategories only
ategories and base forms
R1-R5 R1-R6 R1-R5,R7 R1-R5 R1-R6 R1-R5,R7
re all
94.57 93.92 97.80 93.43 92.74
95.93
pre ision 90.03 91.64 64.81 88.45 90.34
61.42
Re all, pre ision, and overage for predi tions of morphologi al des riptions
of unknown words

Table 2.

R1-R5 R1-R6 R1-R5,R7
re all
93.22 92.47 94.67
pre ision 86.26 88.27 66.31
overage 99.94 99.96 99.99

the results. Re all and pre ision were al ulated for ea h item, and the average
of all items was al ulated for ea h part.
Table 1 shows re all and pre ision for predi tion of morphologi al ategories,
and both morphologi al ategories and base forms. The overage is 100% in all
ases. For the rule R6, we hose that there should be twi e as many transitions
leading to the default state than to other states. For the rule R7, we merged
only two states at a time, they had to be the only hildren of a given state, and
we did not ount the transitions that led to them. By setting a threshold on the
minimum number of transitions leading to the states that are to be merged by
the rule R7, we an raise pre ision, but lower the overage (e.g. to 95.99% and
75.39% for ategories only, and to 94.48% and 74.10% for both ategories and
base forms).
The results show that if we want to minimize the number of hoi es and raise
pre ision, we should use rules R1-R6. This is the ase of simple POS-tagging. In
ases where we want to make sure that we do not miss any possibility, we should
use rules R1-R5 and R7.
Mikheev ([Mik97℄) laims a hieving 95.24% re all, 85.16% pre ision, and
92.66% overage on ategories only (he did not onsider base forms). Note that
we have 100% overage, so his re all and pre ision should probably be multiplied by 0.9266 in order to be ompared dire tly to ours. However, he performed
experiments on English words, and it is not lear what the impa t of the hosen
language is on the results. He also used smoothing on a orpus. Sin e we have
a ess neither to his programs, nor to the data he used, the only way we ould
ompare our results to his would be to emulate his approa h on our data. Our
experiments required a. 14 minutes to build all 10 guessing automata for one set
of rules, and 2 minutes 15 se onds to evaluate the results on Pentium II 350 MHz
with 128 MB memory running under Linux.
Table 2 shows the results for guessing morphologi al des riptions of words.
The overage is no longer 100%; this is probably aused by existen e of ar h-

Table 3.

Size of the automaton as fun tion of rules

ategories only
morphologi al des riptions
R1-R5 R1-R6 R1-R5,R7 R1-R5 R1-R6 R1-R5,R7
states
19800 18507 10123 39832 38301
27608
transitions 65635 48419 32729 99535 78976
61077

phonemes. The format of des riptions was the one used by mmorph tool ([PR95℄)
from ISSCO, Geneva.
The hoi e of rules in uen es the size of the automaton. Table 3 shows that
relation for guessing only ategories, and for guessing morphologi al des riptions.
We an see that R6 uts mostly transitions, but R7 uts both transitions and
states.
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